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a b s t r a c t
We describe computably categorical Boolean algebras whose language is enriched by one-
place predicates that distinguish a finite set of ideals and atomswith respect to some ideals
in this set.
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1. Introduction
Themain definitions concerning Boolean algebras can be found in [5,12]. We consider them as structures of the language
(+, ·,−, 0, 1), where −x means the complement of x, and the notation x − y is equal to x · (−y). Recall that an ideal in a
Boolean algebra A is a nonempty subset I ⊆ A closed downwards and under the join: x ∈ I and y 6 x imply y ∈ I , and
x, y ∈ I implies x+ y ∈ I . An element x is an atom of A if x ≠ 0 and y 6 x implies that y = 0 or y = x. In the present paper,
we find a description for computably categorical (autostable) structures of the form
A = (A∗, I1, . . . , Iλ, AtI1 , . . . , AtIµ),
whereA∗ is a Boolean algebra, λ,µ ∈ ω,µ 6 λ, Ij are ideals inA∗, and AtIj = {x ∈ A∗ | x/Ij is an atom in the quotient algebra
A/Ij}.Wemeanhere that the sets Ij andAtIj are distinguished inAbyone-place predicates.We call structures of this form Iλ,µ-
algebras below. Recall that a structureA of a finite language is said to be computable if the set of its elements is a computable
subset ofω, and its operations and predicates are computable functions and relations on this subset. A computable structure
A is computably categorical (autostable) if for every computableB ∼= A, there exists a computable isomorphism f : A→ B.
This means that a computable presentation forA is unique up to computable isomorphism. Generalizing this notion, we can
define the algorithmic dimension dimC (A), following [12], as sup{n ∈ ω | there exist computable structures A1, . . . ,An ∼= A
such that there is no computable isomorphism between Ai and Aj if i ≠ j}.
Some partial cases of this problem were earlier solved in papers by a series of authors. A description for autostable
Boolean algebras, i.e., I0,0-algebras, was independently found in [2,4]. Later Remmel established a description for I1,1-
algebras (A∗, I, AtI), where I = {0}, and for I2,1-algebras, where I1 = {0} and I2 is the ideal of atomless elements. These
resultswere published in his chapter in [5]. A description for arbitrary I1,0-algebraswas published in [6], and for Iλ,0-algebras
in [1].
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We note that the investigation of computable Iλ,µ-algebras is closely related to the investigation of computable Boolean
algebras. It is shown in [3] that a Boolean algebra A∗ has a computable presentation if and only if (A∗, At) has a ∆02
presentation, where At = At{0}. In [7], a similar fact was proved: A∗ has a computable presentation if and only if
(A∗, At, F , Als) has a ∆03 presentation, where F is the Frechét ideal and Als is the ideal of atomless elements. This list can
be extended: for example, a series of similar facts was established in [8]. As shown in [9], the problem of decidability for
Boolean algebras A∗ of any elementary theory, except one, i.e., the problem of computability of their first order diagrams,
can be reduced to the computability of some Iλ,µ-algebras A = (A∗, . . .), where I1, . . . , Iλ are some fixed definable ideals.
The first step of our description is a transition from the language of Iλ,µ-algebras to another language which is more
convenient for our purposes. Let Pλ,µ denote the set {P : {1, . . . , λ} → {0, 1, 2} | P(j) ∈ {0, 2} if µ < j 6 λ}. For every
element x ∈ A, we define its characteristic Px ∈ Pλ,µ as follows:
Px(j) =
0, if x ∈ Ij;1, if j 6 µ and x ∈ AtIj;2, if x ∉ Ij and (j > µ or x ∉ AtIj).
If for each P∗ in the finite set Pλ,µ, we add to the language ofA∗ a one-place predicate for the set {x ∈ A∗ | Px = P∗}, then
obtain a structure that is equivalent to the initial Iλ,µ-algebra in the following natural sense: their one-place predicates can
be expressed from each other by finite Boolean combinations. In particular, their algorithmic dimensions are equal.
We point out someproperties of these characteristics.We say that Px 6 Py if Px(j) 6 Py(j) for all j 6 λ. If a1, . . . , an, b ∈ A∗
then let a1, . . . , an | b denote that a1+· · ·+an = b and ai ·aj = 0 for i ≠ j. Define a sum [Px+Py](j) = min{2, Px(j)+Py(j)}.
It is easy to check that this operation is commutative, associative, and if x, y | z then Px + Py = Pz .
Based on this, we pass from the class of Iλ,µ-algebras to a wider class, namely, labeled Boolean algebras. Having a
description of autostable elements in the second class, we then derive a corresponding description for Iλ,µ-algebras. Let
(P,6,+) be a finite partial ordering with a least element 0 and a commutative and associative operation + having the
following three properties:
(a) x, y 6 x+ y;
(b) x1 6 x2 ⇒ x1 + y 6 x2 + y;
(c) 0+ x = x.
A labeled Boolean algebra is a pair of the formA = (A∗, P), whereA∗ is a Boolean algebra and P : A∗ → P is amapping taking
0 in A to the least element of P and having the following property: if x, y | z then P(x)+ P(y) = P(z). Since all results of the
present paper concern only countable structures, we often use the terms algebra or labeled algebra for a countable labeled
Boolean algebra. Instead of using themapping P , we can add to the language of Boolean algebras one-place predicates for all
P0 ∈ P, which distinguish the elements with the corresponding characteristics. Therefore, we can replace a labeled algebra
by a usual structure with predicates. This is necessary sometimes, but using themapping P is more convenient. In particular,
A is computable if A∗ is a computable Boolean algebra and the sets {x ∈ A∗ | P(x) = P0} are computable for all P0 ∈ P.
Really, the main result of the present paper is a description for autostable labeled Boolean algebras.
We briefly describe the structure of the paper. Part 2 is devoted to algebraic properties of labeled Boolean algebras. In
Part 3, we prove Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 with a description for autostable labeled algebras. Part 4 contains a proof of a
bulky auxiliary fact required for Theorem 2. In Part 5, we transfer the established description to Iλ,µ-algebras.
2. Labeled Boolean algebras
Let (P,6,+) be a structure defined in the Introduction. It will be fixed below before Part 5. We denote it simply by P,
and call its elements characteristics. Let A = (A∗, P) be a labeled Boolean algebra. If P(x) = P0 then we say that P0 is the
characteristic of an element x, or that x is a P0-element. Note that P is a monotone mapping, i.e., x 6 y implies P(x) 6 P(y): if
x 6 y then x, y− x | y and P(x)+ P(y− x) = P(y).
Many standard notions of the theory of Boolean algebras can be naturally transferred to labeled algebras. IfA∗ is a Boolean
algebra and a ∈ A∗, then leta denote the set {x ∈ A∗ | x 6 a}, and letaA∗ denote the Boolean algebra formed by this set and
the restriction of the operations+ and · to it. If a ∈ A = (A∗, P) thenaA denotes the pair (aA∗ , P|aA∗ ), which is also a labeled
algebra. We usually denote it bya. If A = (A∗, P1) and B = (B∗, P2) are two algebras, then A×B = (A∗×B∗, P), where
P(a, b) = P1(a)+ P2(b). As in standard Boolean algebras, a1, . . . , an | 1 implies A ∼=a1 × · · · ×an. A function f : A→ B is
an isomorphism if it is an isomorphism of Boolean algebras A∗ andB∗ preserving the characteristics of elements. An algebra
A is a subalgebra ofB if A∗ is a subalgebra ofB∗ and P1 is the restriction of P2 to A∗; we denote this as A 6 B. Ideals, atoms
etc. in A are the same as in A∗.
We mention a simple property of the ordering (P,6,+). If P ∈ P andm ∈ ω then letm · P denote the sum P + · · · + P  
m
.
Since m · P 6 (m+ 1) · P and the ordering is finite, there exists a number T > 1 such that T · P = (T + n) · P for all P ∈ P
and n ∈ ω.
Our main goal is to describe autostable labeled algebras. For this, we introduce a finite class of algebras, that are called
stable, and prove that an algebra is autostable if and only if it is a finite direct product of stable algebras.
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LetA = (A∗, P) be an algebra. An element x ∈ A is decomposable if x = 0 or there exists a decomposition x = x1+· · ·+xn
such that P(xi) < P(x) for i 6 n.
Lemma 1. Every nonzero element in A is equal to a disjoint sum of indecomposable elements.
Proof. If x is decomposable then it can be expressed as x1 + · · · + xn, where P(xi) < P(x) and xi · xj = 0 for i ≠ j. The rest
of the argument is an evident induction on the cardinality of the finite set {P ∈ P | P 6 P(x)}. The lemma is proved. 
A characteristic P ∈ P is said to be essential for A if A has an indecomposable P-element. The ideal {x1 + · · · + xn | n ∈
ω, P(xi) < P} ∪ {0} is called the P-sum. Then an element x is decomposable if and only if it is in the P(x)-sum.
Let P ∈ P. An algebra A is P-regular if one of the following three cases holds:
(i) every P-element in A is decomposable;
(ii) every nonzero P-element in A is indecomposable;
(iii) 1 in A has characteristic P and the P-sum is a maximal proper ideal in A.
We say that A is P-saturated if for each characteristic Q ∈ P such that P + Q = Q and for every indecomposable
Q -element, there is an indecomposable P-element under it.
Finally, a labeled Boolean algebra A is said to be stable if the following hold:
(a) 1 is an indecomposable element in A;
(b) A is P-regular for each characteristic P ∈ P;
(c) A is P-saturated for each essential characteristic P ∈ P;
(d) if P ∈ P, P + P = P , and L is the P-sum, then one of the following holds:
(i) x/L is an atomless element in A/L for every P-element x;
(ii) 1 in A has characteristic P and L is a maximal proper ideal in A.
Let A be a stable algebra. We define f : P→ {0, 1} so that
f (P) =

1 if P is an essential characteristic for A;
0 otherwise.
Suppose that P is the characteristic of 1 inA, and L is the P-sum. By definition 1/L ≠ 0. If P+P ≠ P then for every x, y | 1,
either P(x) < P or P(y) < P . Hence, 1/L is an atom. If P + P = P then 1/L is an atom or an atomless element by definition.
Let ε = 1 if 1/L is an atom, and let ε = 0 if 1/L is atomless. The pair (f , ε) is called the type of the algebra A.
Proposition 1. If A,B are two countable stable algebras of the same type, then they are isomorphic.
Proof. We use Vaught’s criterion: let
V = {⟨x, y⟩ ∈ A×B | x, y are indecomposable and P(x) = P(y)} ∪ {⟨0, 0⟩}.
The pair ⟨1, 1⟩ is in V since the characteristic of 1 in A can be extracted from its type (f , ε): it is the greatest element in the
set {P ∈ P | f (P) = 1}. Suppose that ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ V and x′, x′′ | x. Each of x′, x′′ can be expressed as a sum of indecomposable
elements. Hence, it is sufficient to prove the following fact: if x1, . . . , xn | x and xi are indecomposable for i 6 n, then there
exist indecomposable elements y1, . . . , yn | y such that ⟨xi, yi⟩ ∈ V for i 6 n.
Suppose that x1, . . . , xt are elements of characteristic P , where P(x) = P , and xt+1, . . . , xn are elements of smaller
characteristics. Let xk, t < k 6 n, have a characteristic Pk < P . Then Pk is an essential characteristic for A and B. Since
x is indecomposable, P(x− xk) = P , hence, Pk + P = P . SinceB is Pk-saturated, there is an indecomposable Pk-element yk
under y. Then y− yk is again an indecomposable element of characteristic P . Proceeding similarly, we find a decomposition
y∗, yt+1, . . . , yn | y such that yk is an indecomposable element of characteristic Pk for all k, t < k 6 n.
If P+P ≠ P then t = 1 and the proof is finished. Suppose that P+P = P . Let L be the P-sum inB. If the characteristic of 1
inB is not P , then y∗/L is a nonzero atomless element, and there exists a partition y1, . . . , yt | y∗ such that yj are P-elements
not in L. The proof is finished.
Suppose that P is the characteristic of 1 inB. Then, by the hypothesis, either L is a maximal proper ideal in A andB, or
A/L andB/L are nonzero atomless algebras. In the first case, t = 1, and in the second case, there exists a required partition
y1, . . . , yt | y∗. The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 2. Let A be a stable algebra of type (f , ε), and let x ∈ A be an indecomposable element. Thenx is also a stable
algebra, and its type (g, ε1) is uniquely determined by the characteristic P(x). Moreover, it can be found using the following rules:
(a) if P(x) = P(1) then (g, ε1) = (f , ε) andx ∼= A;
(b) if P(x) = P < P(1), then ε1 = 0⇔ P + P = P, and
g(P1) =
1, if P1 = P;
f (P1), if P1 + P = P and P1 ≠ P;
0, otherwise.
Proof. The proof consists of a direct analysis of the definitions of a stable algebra and a type (g, ε1). The proposition is
proved. 
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Corollary 1. If A is a stable algebra then it is autostable.
Proof. It will be proved in Part 5 that every stable algebra has a computable presentation. We therefore assume that A
is computable. First, we note that the set of indecomposable elements in A is also computable. Suppose that x ∈ A and
P(x) = P . Then either every P-element in A is decomposable (and we can say this about x), every nonzero P-element is
indecomposable, or P(1) = P and 1/L is an atom, where L is the P-sum. In the last case, L is computable since it is a maximal
and c.e. ideal. Then x is decomposable if and only if x ∈ L.
If B is a computable algebra and A ∼= B, then the set V defined in the proof of Proposition 1 is computable. We can
construct a computable isomorphism between A and B using a standard back-and-forth construction. The corollary is
proved. 
Not every pair (f , ε), where f : P→ {0, 1} and ε ∈ {0, 1}, is the type of a stable algebra.Wewill establish a corresponding
criterion in Theorem 3.
Let A be an algebra and let M ⊆ A. We say that there are arbitrarily many disjoint elements in M if for every n ∈ ω, M
contains a disjoint set of elements a1, . . . , an.
Lemma 2. Suppose that P ∈ P and A contains arbitrarily many disjoint nonzero decomposable P-elements. Then there is a set of
characteristics P1, . . . , Pu < P such that P1+· · ·+Pu = P and for each i 6 u,A contains arbitrarilymany disjoint indecomposable
Pi-elements.
Proof. This easily follows from the facts that every element of A is a disjoint sum of indecomposable elements and the
number of characteristics in P is finite. The lemma is proved. 
3. Autostable labeled algebras
Wewill explore autostable labeled algebras using an induction on characteristics. To formalize an inductive step, define
the following notion. Let S ⊆ P be a set of characteristics that is closed downward, i.e., if P1 ∈ S and P2 6 P1 then P2 ∈ S.
We say that an algebra A = (A∗, P) is stable with respect to S if for all P1 ∈ S, the following hold:
(a) A is P1-regular;
(b) if P1 is an essential characteristic for A then A is P1-saturated;
(c) if P1 is an essential characteristic for A then one of the following two cases holds:
(i) P(1) = P1 and A is a stable algebra;
(ii) P(1) ≠ P1,x is a stable algebra of a fixed type for every nonzero P1-element x ∈ A, and if, in addition, P1 + P1 = P1
then x/L1 is an atomless element, where L1 is the P1-sum.
An algebra A is piecewise stable with respect to S if there is a set g1, . . . , gr | 1 such thatgi are stable w.r.t. S for all i 6 r .
Lemma 3. Let A be an algebra and let a ∈ A. Then the following hold:
(a) if A is stable w.r.t. S thena is;
(b) if A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S thena is;
(c) if A is stable w.r.t. S1 and S2, then it is stable w.r.t. S1 ∪ S2.
Proof. The proof for (a) consists in looking over all points of the definition. The other assertions are evident. The lemma is
proved. 
Many proofs below are based on the notion of a computable representation for a computable algebra A, which is a
computable sequence of finite algebras {At}t∈ω such that At 6 At+1 for all t andt∈ω At = A.
Proposition 3. LetA be a computable algebra that is piecewise stablew.r.t. S, and let g1, . . . , gr be a corresponding set of elements
from the definition of piecewise stability. Then A has a computable representation {At}t∈ω , where A0 has g1, . . . , gr , with the
following property. Suppose that P1 ∈ S, x is an atom of At of characteristic Q , and P1+Q = Q . Then one of the following variants
holds:
(i) x is under gi, i 6 r, such that every P1-element ingi is decomposable;
(ii) at least |At | + T atoms of characteristic P1 arise in At+1 under x;
(iii) x is decomposable in A;
(iv) P(x) = P1 and for every y, z | x, either y or z is in the P1-sum.
Proof. Suppose that At has been defined, x is an atom of At of characteristic Q , and x 6 g1. We show how the set At+1 ∩x is
constructed. It should have the specified property for each P1 ∈ S such that P1+Q = Q ; we show how this can be achieved
for a fixed P1.
Sinceg1 is P1-regular, one of the following holds:
(a) every P1-element ing1 is decomposable;
(b) every nonzero P1-element ing1 is indecomposable, and there are such elements;
(c) P(g1) = P1 and g1/L is an atom, where L is the P1-sum.
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The equality P1 + Q = Q implies that P1 6 Q ; we consider the case P1 < Q at first. The variant (c) is impossible; (a)
means (i). Suppose that (b) holds and x is indecomposable. Then, sinceg1 is P1-saturated, there is a P1-element y 6 x. Clearly,
x − y remains an indecomposable Q -element. Hence, for every k ∈ ω, there exists a decomposition y1, . . . , yk, x∗ | x such
that yi are P1-elements and x∗ is a Q -element. Unfortunately, we cannot knowwhether x is decomposable. We can however
start two simultaneous searches, where the first one looks for a decomposition y1, . . . , yk, x∗ | x specified above, and the
second for a decomposition x1, . . . , xn | x such that P(xi) < Q , which witnesses that x is decomposable. If the latter set is
found, then we have (iii), and if the former, then the elements y1, . . . , yk are atoms of At+1 that are required in (ii).
Since in the first case x∗ is again a Q -element, we can apply to it the same algorithm for next P ′1 ∈ S, and so on.
We assume that all P1 ∈ S such that P1 < Q have been considered, and the case P1 = Q is also possible. If P1 = Q then
(a) implies (i) and (c) implies (iv). If (b) holds then the definition of stability w.r.t. S and the equality P1+ P1 = P1 imply that
either x/L is an atom and (iv) is true, or x/L is an atomless element and we can divide it inA to arbitrarily large set x1, . . . , xk
of P1-elements. Adding this partition to atoms of At+1, we have (ii). The proposition is proved. 
Our main tool for proving that a structure is not autostable is the Branching Theorem, which is formulated below in the
form from [1]. A similar theorem was originally proved in [2] by Goncharov. Let A ≡1 B denote that structures A and B
satisfy the same finite ∃-sentences.
Let L be a finite predicate language, let A be an infinite computable structure of L, and let {Ap}p∈ω be a computable
sequence of finite structures such that Ap 6 Ap+1 6 A and A = p∈ω Ap. Suppose that {c¯p}p∈ω is a computable sequence
of finite tuples in A, where c¯p ∈ Ap, {ψ (s)p (x¯p, y¯p)}p,s∈ω is a computable sequence of ∀-formulas in the language L, where
|y¯p| = |c¯p|, and ψp(x¯p, y¯p) = s∈ω ψ (s)p (x¯p, y¯p). We can consider the last expression as an infinite computableΠ1-formula.




p (x¯p, y¯p). We say that the system {Ap, c¯p, ψp(x¯p, y¯p)}p∈ω is branching at level p if for every tuple
d¯p in A such that (A, c¯p) ≡1 (A, d¯p), the following two assertions hold:
(1) {b¯ | A |= ψp(b¯, d¯p)} ≠ ∅;
(2) if {b¯i}i∈I is a 1-1 enumeration of the set {b¯ | A |= ψp(b¯, d¯p)}, where I is an initial segment of ω, and {a¯i}i∈I is a sequence
of tuples in A such that A |= ψp(a¯n, c¯p) and (A, c¯p, a¯0, . . . , a¯n) ≡1 (A, d¯p, b¯0, . . . , b¯n) for all n ∈ I , then there exists
n ∈ I with the following property:
(∗) there are infinitely many t > p for which a¯0, . . . , a¯n ∈ At and there exists an isomorphic embedding β : At → At+1
such that At+1 |= ¬ψ tp(β(a¯n), c¯p) and β is the identity function on Ap, a¯0, . . . , a¯n−1.
Theorem 1 ([1]). If the system {Ap, c¯p, ψp(x¯p, y¯p)}p∈ω is branching at every level p ∈ ω, then A is not autostable. Moreover, the
class of computable presentations for A is effectively infinite.
We say, following [12], that the class of computable presentations for A is effectively infinite if, given a computable
sequence {Ai}i∈ω of computable presentations for A, we can effectively find a computable structure B such that B ∼= A
and there are no computable isomorphisms betweenB and Ai for i ∈ ω. The first step of our inductive reasoning is
Proposition 4. Suppose that A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, P ∈ P, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P |
P1 < P}. Then there exists a set of elements h1, . . . , hn | 1 such that for each i 6 n, one of the following variants holds:
(i) every P-element inhi is decomposable;
(ii) every nonzero P-element inhi is indecomposable;
(iii) P(hi) = P.
Proof. Let {At}t∈ω be a representation forA = (A∗, P)with the properties fromProposition 3 for this S. Our proof is based on
the Branching Theorem. To apply it, we should pass from the language of labeled algebras to a predicate language, replacing
functions by their graphs and the mapping P by the set of one-place predicates. Note that this replacement does not change
the class of relations definable by ∀-formulas. If A is finite then we can take the set of its atoms as h1, . . . , hn. Hence, we
assume that A is infinite.
Let c¯p be the set c1, . . . , cv of all atoms of Ap. We define
ψp(x, c¯p)⇔ ∃i 6 v[x 6 ci] & [P(x) = P] & [x indecomposable].
It is not a ∀-formula in general, but can be expressed as an infinite conjunction of ∀-formulas as follows. If x is decomposable
then there exists a set x1, . . . , xk | x such that P(xj) < P for j 6 k. If k is fixed then this can be expressed by an ∃-formula,
since the number of characteristics is finite.We take the negation of such a formula asψ (s)p (x, c¯p), togetherwith the assertion




ψ (s)p (x, c¯p).
Choosing appropriate k, we may assume that ψ tp(x, c¯p) expresses that there is not a decomposition of x to elements with
lower characteristics of length at most |At+1|.
We try to show that the system {Ap, c¯p, ψp(x, c¯p)}p∈ω is branching at a fixed level p. If the argument below works for
every p, then we have a contradiction with the hypothesis. If it does not work then we will find h1, . . . , hn as needed.
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Let d¯p = (d1, . . . , dv) be a tuple such that (A, c¯p) ≡1 (A, d¯p). We find di, i 6 v, such that for every disjoint set of
P-elements f1, . . . , fk 6 di, there are
(a) an indecomposable P-element f ′ 6 di − (f1 + · · · + fk); and
(b) a nonzero decomposable P-element f ′′ 6 di − (f1 + · · · + fk).
If there is no such di, then the proposition is clearly proved: eachdi has P-elements f1, . . . , fk such that either all P-
elements in [di − (f1 + · · · + fk)] are decomposable, or not.
Let {bj}j∈ω be an enumeration of the set {b | A |= ψp(b, d¯p)}, let {aj}j∈ω be a sequence such that (A, d¯p, b0, . . . , bk) ≡1
(A, c¯p, a0, . . . , ak) for all k ∈ ω, and letm be the first number such that bm 6 di. Thenm is simultaneously the first number
such that am 6 ci. Suppose that ci = am+ z1+ · · · + zk is a decomposition of ci to indecomposable elements. First, we show
that P(zj)+ P = P(zj) for some j 6 k.
Since (A, di, bm) ≡1 (A, ci, am), there is a decomposition di = bm + z ′1 + · · · + z ′k such that P(z ′j ) = P(zj). By the
condition, there are arbitrarilymany disjoint indecomposable P-elements under di−bm; wemay assume that such elements
are inz ′1. Suppose that z ′1 = u0 + u1 + · · · + uT , where P(u1) = · · · = P(uT ) = P . Then P(z ′1) = P(u0) + T · P and
P(z1)+ P = P(z ′1)+ P = P(u0)+ T · P = P(z1).
Next,ci − am contains arbitrarily many disjoint nonzero decomposable P-elements, since the existence of such a disjoint
set (with fixed forms of decompositions) can be expressed by a ∃-formula. By Lemma 2, there is a set of characteristics
P1, . . . , Pu < P such that P1 + · · · + Pu = P andci − am contains arbitrarily many disjoint indecomposable Ps-elements for
all s 6 u. For each s, we can choose a number α(s) ∈ {1, . . . , k} so that such disjoint sets are inzα(s). As above, this implies
that Ps + P(zα(s)) = P(zα(s)).
Now we are close to applying the Branching Theorem. We consider t > p such that am, z1, . . . , zk ∈ At . Let am =
y1 + · · · + yq be a decomposition of am to atoms of At , where y1, . . . , yl are elements of characteristic P and yl+1, . . . , yq
are elements of lower characteristics. Each zj, j 6 k, is also decomposed to atoms of At , and one of these atoms is also an
indecomposable element of characteristic P(zj). Denote such an atom as z∗j .
We consider s ∈ {1, . . . , u}. By the properties in Proposition 3, one of the following two variants holds for z∗α(s):
(i) z∗α(s) is under ge such that every Ps-element inge is decomposable;
(ii) at least |At | + T atoms of characteristic Ps arise in At+1 under z∗α(s);
since the cases (iii) and (iv) are impossible: (iv) implies that Ps + Ps = Ps and we have a contradiction with the fact thatci
is stable w.r.t. S ∋ Ps. Since ci is also under ge, the case (i) means thatci has no indecomposable Ps-elements at all, which is
false. Therefore, we have (ii).
We define a function β : At → At+1. Our goal is to replace y1, . . . , yl with decomposable elements and thus make
am decomposable. For each s 6 u, we find a set y
(s)
1 , . . . , y
(s)
l of atoms At+1 with characteristic Ps under z
∗
α(s), and define
β(z∗α(s)) = z∗α(s) − (y(s)1 + · · · + y(s)l ). Since l 6 |At |, there are at least T atoms with characteristic Ps under β(z∗α(s)), and
therefore the characteristics of z∗α(s) and β(z
∗
α(s)) are equal. Next, we define β(yv) = y(1)v +· · ·+ y(u)v for every v 6 l, which is
a decomposable element of characteristic P . Finally, if P + P(zj) = P(zj) then we add all elements y1, . . . , yl to z∗j , defining
β(z∗j ) = z∗j + y1 + · · · + yl (possibly, correcting the previous definition of β(z∗α(s)) for this). Let β be the identity function
on the other atoms of At . Clearly, β preserves the characteristics of atoms of At , and is an isomorphic embedding of At into
At+1. Since it is identical on allcj ∩ At , j ≠ i, it does not change the elements c1, . . . , cp and a0, . . . , am−1. The formula
ψ tp(β(am), c¯p) is clearly false in At+1.
Therefore dimC (A) = ∞ by Theorem 1. The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 5. Suppose that A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, P ∈ P, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P |
P1 < P}. Then there exists a set of elements e1, . . . , ek | 1 such that for each i 6 k, one of the following variants holds:
(i) every P-element inei is decomposable;
(ii) every nonzero P-element inei is indecomposable;
(iii) P(ei) = P and ei/L is an atom, where L is the P-sum.
Proof. Using Proposition 4, we find a set h1, . . . , hn | 1 with the properties specified there. If either every P-element inhi is
decomposable, or indecomposable, then we can take hi as an element of the set e1, . . . , ek. Therefore, it remains to explore
the structure ofhi with P(hi) = P . Assume i = 1. If P + P ≠ P then for every a, b | h1, either P(a) < P or P(b) < P , i.e.,
h1 ∈ L or h1/L is an atom. We hence assume that P + P = P .
We use the Branching Theorem again. Since its application was described in details in the proof of Proposition 4, here we
give only a short scheme. Suppose that {At}t∈ω is a representation for A with the properties specified in Proposition 3. Let
c¯p = (c1, . . . , cv) consist of all atoms in Ap, and let the formula
ψp(x, y, c¯p)⇔ ∃i 6 v[x, y 6 ci] & [P(x) = P(y) = P] & [x, y are indecomposable] & [x · y = 0].
We now show that we have branching at level p. Suppose that (A, d1, . . . , dv) ≡1 (A, c1, . . . , cv). Find s 6 v with the
following property: there are x′, y′ | ds · h1 such that P(x′) = P(y′) = P , x′, y′ are indecomposable, and there is a nonzero
z 6 x′ such that P(z) = P and z is decomposable. If there is no such s then it is easy to verify that there exists a decomposition
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of h1 to parts satisfying (i), (ii), or (iii): for each s 6 v, either ds · h1 ∈ L, ds · h1/L is an atom, or there are indecomposable
x′, y′ | ds · h1 such that P(x′) = P(y′) = P and every P-element inx′,y′ is indecomposable.
Therefore, we may assume that specified s 6 v is found. Then A |= ψp(x′, y′, d¯p). Let {b¯i}i∈I be an enumeration of all
pairs satisfying the formula ψp(x, y, d¯p), and let {a¯i}i∈I be a sequence such that (A, d¯p, b¯0, . . . , b¯m) ≡1 (A, c¯p, a¯0, . . . , a¯m)
for all m ∈ I . Let m be the first number such that a¯m is incs. By hypothesis, there is z ≠ 0 under x′ such that P(z) = P
and z is decomposable. Hence, there exists a set of characteristics P ′1, . . . , P ′q < P such that P
′
1 + · · · + P ′q = P and for each
j 6 q, there are indecomposable P ′j -elements under x′. First, this implies that P
′
j + P = P . Next,cs has elements zj ≠ 0
such that P(zj) = P ′j . Decomposing every zj to indecomposable elements, we obtain a set of essential forcs characteristics
P1, . . . , Pu < P such that P1 + · · · + Pu = P . For each i 6 u, there is j 6 q such that Pi 6 P ′j , so Pi + P 6 P ′j + P = P
and Pi + P = P . Now we can start applying the Branching Theorem. Since each Pi is an essential characteristic forcs, every
indecomposable atom of At with characteristic P incs contains at least |At | + T atoms of At+1 with characteristic Pi.
We consider an algebra At , where t > p. Suppose that am = (x, y), and x1, . . . , xw | x and y1, . . . , yl | y are
decompositions of x, y to atoms of At , respectively. We may assume that y1 is an indecomposable element of characteristic
P , x1, . . . , xq are elements of characteristic P , and xq+1, . . . , xw are elements of lower characteristics. By hypothesis, for each
i 6 u, there are q atoms f (i)1 , . . . , f
(i)





P . Defining β(xj) =i6u f (i)j for j 6 q and β(y1) = y∗1 + x1 + · · · + xq, we obtain an isomorphic embedding β : At → At+1
such that β(x) is a decomposable in At+1 element. The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 6. Suppose that A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, P ∈ P, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P |
P1 < P}. Let L denote the P-sum in A. Then there exists a set of elements h1, . . . , hn | 1 such that for each i 6 n, one of the
following variants holds:
(i) every P-element inhi is decomposable;
(ii) every nonzero P-element x inhi is indecomposable, and x/L is an atomless element;
(iii) every nonzero P-element x inhi is indecomposable, and x/L is a finite sum of atoms;
(iv) P(hi) = P and hi/L is an atom.
Proof. We use the previous Proposition 5 again. Suppose that e1, . . . , ek is a set of elements with the properties specified
there. We may assume that each ei, i 6 k, is under an element of the set g1, . . . , gr from the definition of piecewise S-
stability. If P + P ≠ P and x is an indecomposable P-element, then x/L is an atom and we immediately have (iii). Therefore,
we assume below that P + P = P .
We show that L is a computable ideal in A in this case. If every P-element inei is decomposable and x ∈ ei, then
x ∈ L ⇔ P(x) 6 P . Suppose that every nonzero P-element inei is indecomposable. If x ∈ ei and P(x) < P then x ∈ L.
Conversely, if x ∈ L and x ≠ 0 then x = x1 + · · · + xu, where P(xj) < P , j 6 u. If P(x) = P ′ then P ′ 6 P by P + P = P , and
the variant P ′ = P is impossible. Consequently, x ∈ L ∩ei ⇔ (x = 0 or P(x) < P). If ei/L is an atom then L is computable inei as a c.e. and maximal ideal.
This argument shows that L is an intrinsically computable ideal in A. Since it is preserved under isomorphisms, adding L
to the language of A does not change dimC (A). So we assume that L can be used in our formulas as a predicate in the rest of
the proof.
Let {At}t∈ω be a computable representation for A, where A0 has e1, . . . , ek, let c¯p = (c1, . . . , cv) be the atoms of Ap, and
let
ψp(x, y, c¯p)⇔ ∃i 6 v[x, y 6 ci] & [x · y = 0] & [P(x) = P(y) = P] & [x/L is an atom ] & [y ∉ L].
Weprove branching at level p. Consider a tuple d¯p = (d1, . . . , dv) such that (A, c¯p) ≡1 (A, d¯p). We find s 6 v for whichds
has elements x′, y′ such thatA |= ψp(x′, y′, d¯p) and y′/L is an infinite element. If there is no such s then 1 inA can be divided
to two elements such that every indecomposable P-element under one of them is atomless in the quotient algebra A/L,
and every such element under the other is finite. Intersecting this partition with the set e1, . . . , ek, we have the proposition
proved.
We therefore assume that s is found, and s = 1. Let {b¯i}i∈I be an enumeration of all pairs satisfying the formulaψp(x, y, d¯p),
and let {a¯i}i∈I be a sequence such that (A, c¯p, a¯0, . . . , a¯m) ≡1 (A, d¯p, b¯0, . . . , b¯m) for all m ∈ I . Then b¯i = (x′, y′) for some
i ∈ I . By (A, c¯p, a¯i) ≡1 (A, d¯p, b¯i),c1 also has a P-element y∗ such that y∗/L is infinite.
Letm be the first number such that b¯m is ind1, and a¯m = (x, y). Our goal is to find an isomorphic embeddingβ : At → At+1
so that β(x) is not an L-atom in At+1. We may assume that x · y∗ = 0. There are infinitely many steps t for which an atom
of At under y∗ divides in At+1 to two atoms of characteristic P and, maybe, to some other elements. We consider such a step
t and an atom y∗∗ of At with this property. Suppose that x = x1 + · · · + xu is a decomposition of x to atoms of At , where
P(x1) = P and x1 ∉ L, and y∗∗ = y1 + y2 + z1 + · · · + zq is a decomposition to atoms of At+1, where P(y1) = P(y2) = P .
Define β(x1) = x1 + y1 and β(y∗∗) = y2 + z1 + · · · + zq, leaving the other atoms of At unmoved. It is not hard to see that β
is a required embedding.
Then dimC (A) = ∞ by Theorem 1, and the proposition is proved. 
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Lemma 4. Suppose that P ∈ P, A is a stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P | P1 < P} algebra, and L is the P-sum in A. Then
(a) if x ∈ A is a P-element and x/L is an atom, thenx is a stable algebra;
(b) if every nonzero P-element in A is indecomposable, x, y ∈ A are two such elements, and either x/L, y/L are atoms or x/L, y/L
are atomless elements, thenx,y are stable algebras of the same type.
Proof. (a): the proof consists in direct checking the definition of a stable algebra. The algebrax is also stable w.r.t. to S, and,
hence, for every characteristic P1 < P , the items (b), (c), and (d) are immediate corollaries of the definition. Items (a), (b),
(c), and (d) for the given P hold by choice of x.
(b): we note that the previous argument, except for P-regularity, is also valid for the case where x/L is an atomless
element. If every P-element in A is indecomposable then this property also holds. If we have proved thatx,y are stable
algebras, then their types are determined by the structure of x/L, y/L and the set of essential characteristics. If P1 < P and
P1 is essential forA, then P1 is essential forx andy if and only if P1+P = P , sinceA is P1-saturated. The lemma is proved. 
Now we have a lot of information about the structure of P-elements in autostable algebras. Our next step is founded on
constructing a new computable representation for A.
Proposition 7. Suppose that P ∈ P, A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P |
P1 < P}. Then there exists a computable algebra B ∼= A, a set f1, . . . , fe | 1 in B, and a computable representation {At}t∈ω for
B, where A0 ∋ f1, . . . , fe, such that if x is an atom of At with characteristic R ≠ P, P + R = R, and an atom of characteristic P
arises under x in At+1, then one of the following cases holds:
(i) x is under fi, i 6 e, such that every P-element infi is decomposable;
(ii) at least T + 1 atoms of characteristic P arise under x in At+1.
The proof of this fact requires a special bulky construction, and we move it to Part 4. Since A is interesting for us up to
isomorphism, we may assume, by this proposition, that the representation {At}t∈ω and the set f1, . . . , fe exist for A itself.
Proposition 8. Suppose that P ∈ P, P + P = P, A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t.
S = {P1 ∈ P | P1 < P}. Then there exists a set of elements e1, . . . , ek | 1 such that for each i 6 k, one of the following cases
holds:
(i) every P-element inei is decomposable;
(ii) P(ei) = P and ei/L is an atom, where L is the P-sum;
(iii) every nonzero P-element x inei is indecomposable, and x/L is an atomless element.
Proof. Since P + P = P , we may assume that L is a computable ideal, and add a predicate for L to the language of A,
as in Proposition 6. By that proposition, there exists a set h1, . . . , hn | 1 with the properties specified there. We find a
representation {At}t∈ω for A satisfying the properties in Proposition 7. Moreover, intersecting h1, . . . , hn with f1, . . . , fe, we
may assume that the first set satisfies the conditions specified there for f1, . . . , fe. As usual, c¯p = (c1, . . . , cv) is the set of
atoms of Ap.
Let the formula ψp(x, c¯p) express that
[P(x) = P] & [x/L is an atom] & ∃i 6 v[x 6 ci].
We suppose that (A, c¯p) ≡1 (A, d¯p). If the disjoint sets of P-elements that are L-atoms have bounded length in eachdi,
i 6 v, then we can separate them and obtain a required decomposition e1, . . . , ek. Therefore, we assume thatd1 contains
arbitrarilymanydisjoint elementswith this property. Let, as usual, {bi}i∈ω be an enumeration of all b such thatA |= ψp(b, d¯p),
let {ai}i∈ω be a corresponding sequence for (A, c¯p), and letm be the first number such that bm ∈d1. Then am ∈c1 is an L-atom
of characteristic P , andc1 also contains arbitrarily many disjoint L-atoms of characteristic P . By hypothesis, y/L is a finite
sum of atoms for every element y 6 c1 of characteristic P . This implies that for infinitely many t ∈ ω, a P-element arises in
At+1 under an atom x 6 c1 of At with characteristic R ≠ P . Clearly, x · am = 0. We note that P + R = R: R = P + Q and
P + R = P + P + Q = P + Q = R. By Proposition 7, at least T + 1 atoms of characteristic P arise under x, and we can move
one of them under am so that the characteristic of x does not change. Then we have that am is not an L-atom and ψp fails in
At+1. We leave formal details of this reasoning as an exercise. The proposition is proved. 
Proposition 9. Suppose that A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, P ∈ P, and A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P |
P1 < P}. Then there are elements a, b | 1 such that all P-elements ina are decomposable, andb is P-saturated.
Proof. We suppose at first that P+ P ≠ P . By Proposition 5, there is a set e1, . . . , ek | 1 such that for each i 6 k, either every
P-element inei is decomposable, every nonzero P-element is indecomposable, or P(ei) = P and ei/L is an atom, where L is
the P-sum. We fix a characteristic Q ≠ P such that P + Q = Q .
Let R1, . . . , Rm be all different characteristics in P such that P < Rj and P + Rj ≠ Rj, j 6 m. Note that Rj + Rj ≠ Rj:
otherwise, P + Rj 6 Rj+ Rj = Rj and Rj 6 P + Rj. We prove by induction on n 6 m the following assertion: there exists a set
h1, . . . , hu | 1 such that for each i 6 u, one of the following conditions holds:
(i) all P-elements inhi are decomposable;
(ii) for every indecomposable Q -element inhi, there is an indecomposable P-element under it;
(iii) there isM ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} such that |M| = n and for each j ∈ M , every Rj-element inhi is decomposable.
This holds for n = 0 since we can chooseM = ∅ in (iii).
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We suppose that this holds for n, and prove for n + 1. Passing to the corresponding subpartition, we may assume that
each of e1, . . . , ek additionally satisfies one of items (i)–(iii) for given n. Similarly, wemay assume by Proposition 7 that there
exists a computable representation {At}t∈ω for A such that the set e1, . . . , ek is in A0 and satisfies the properties of f1, . . . , fe.
Moreover, we may additionally assume that if (iii) holds forei for a given M , then At ∩ei has no atoms of characteristics
Rj, j ∈ M , at all. We can achieve the last property by a small correction of the construction in Proposition 7: building At+1,
we should additionally divide an atom of At+1 with characteristic Rj to elements with lower characteristics. Such correction
does not concern atoms with characteristic P .
Let c¯p = (c1, . . . , cv) be the atoms of Ap. Let
ψp(x, x1, . . . , xm, y, c¯p)⇔ ∃i 6 v[x, x1, . . . , xm, y 6 ci] &
[x, x1, . . . , xm is a disjoint set] & [x, y are indecomposable elements] &




[P(xj) = Rj & (xj is an indecomposable element)].
We prove branching at level p. Let d¯p = (d1, . . . , dv). Suppose that (A, c¯p) ≡1 (A, d¯p). Assume that there is no i 6 v
such thatdi has a tuple satisfying the formulaψp(x, x1, . . . , xm, y, d¯p) and simultaneously contains arbitrarily many disjoint
nonzero P-elements. We prove that in this case for each i, s 6 v, one of the following assertions holds fordi · cs:
(a) di · cs can be decomposed to a finite sum of P-elements and an element such that every P-element under it is
decomposable;
(b) di · cs has an indecomposable P-element, and for every indecomposable Q -element, there is a nonzero P-element under
it;
(c) there existsM ′ ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} such that |M ′| = n+ 1 and for each j ∈ M ′, every Rj-element indi · cs is decomposable.
To show this, we assume that (a),(b), and (c) fail for some di · cs. Since (a) fails, di · cs contains arbitrarily many
disjoint nonzero P-elements and has at least one indecomposable P-element. Then the falsity of (b) means that there
is an indecomposable Q -element with no nonzero P-elements under it. Finally, the falsity of (c) implies that at least
m − n characteristics in the set R1, . . . , Rm are essential for di · cs. Suppose that a, b1, . . . , bm−n are specified elements
of characteristics Q , Ri, respectively. Since these characteristics are distinct, it is easy to show that this set can be chosen
disjoint: if a, b are indecomposable elements of distinct characteristics, then there are a1 6 a and b1 6 b such that a1 ·b1 = 0
and a1, b1 are indecomposable elements of the same characteristics. Therefore we find a tuple indi satisfying the formula
ψp.
If for eachdi · cs, one of the cases (a)–(c) holds, then there exists a decomposition satisfying (i)–(iii) for n+ 1: if (b) holds
thencs has an indecomposable P-element, hence, either every P-element incs is indecomposable, or P(cs) = P . In both
cases, (ii) holds fordi · cs since if P(cs) = P thencs has no Q -elements at all.
We therefore assume that for some i 6 v,di has a tuple b¯ such thatA |= ψp(b¯, d¯p), and contains arbitrarily many disjoint
nonzero P-elements. Suppose that i = 1 for simplicity. Let {b¯j}j∈I be an enumeration of all such tuples in (A, d¯p), let {a¯j}j∈I
be a corresponding sequence in (A, c¯p), and let l be the first number such that b¯l is ind1. Then a¯l is inc1. Suppose that
a¯l = (x, x1, . . . , xm, y). We may assume for simplicity that x1, . . . , xm−n are indecomposable elements of characteristics
R1, . . . , Rm−n, respectively. As y is an indecomposable P-element, all nonzero P-elements inc1 are indecomposable, since
the variant P(c1) = P is impossible in view of the existence of a Q -element x. Next, there cannot be any nonzero P-element
under x, nor under xj, j 6 m − n. The first holds by choice of x, and the second by the condition P + Rj ≠ Rj and the
indecomposability of xj. Consequently, c1− (x+j6m−n xj) has arbitrarily many disjoint indecomposable P-elements. Since
P + P ≠ P , for infinitely many steps t , At has an atom z 6 c1 such that z · (x +j6m−n xj) = 0, P(z) ≠ P , and an atom of
characteristic P arises under z in At+1. We consider such a step t , assuming that x, x1, . . . , xm−n ∈ At , and an atom z having
this property. Let P(z) = R.
If R is not in R1, . . . , Rm then P + R = R and, by choice of our representation, at least T + 1 atoms z1, . . . , zT+1
of characteristic P are under z in At+1. Then we simply move zT+1 under x and violate the formula ψp as follows. Let
x = y1+· · ·+yq be a decomposition of x to atomsofAt , and let P(y1) = Q .Wedefineβ : At → At+1 so thatβ(y1) = y1+zT+1,
β(z) = z − zT+1, and β is the identity function on the other atoms of At . Since R = P(T+1i=1 zi) + P(z −T+1i=1 zi) and
P(
T+1
i=1 zi) = P(
T
i=1 zi), P(β(z)) = P(z) and β is an isomorphic embedding.
We suppose that R = Rj for some j 6 m. One of the items (i)–(iii) holds forc1, and (i) and (ii) are impossible. This means
that for some n characteristics in the set R1, . . . , Rm, the corresponding elements are decomposable. Since this is false for
R1, . . . , Rm−n, the elements with characteristics Rm−n+1, . . . , Rm are decomposable. Atoms of At with such characteristics
cannot be inc1, so j 6 m − n. Let z1 denote an atom of At+1 with characteristic P under z. If P(z − z1) = R then we follow
the directions from the previous case: move z1 under x and make the formula ψp false.
We now suppose that P(z − z1) < R. Then we cannot cut out z1 from z and move under x, and have to realize another
idea. In this case, z is a decomposable Rj-element, and we swap it with xj as follows. The decomposition of xj to atoms At
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looks like y1 + · · · + yq, where P(y1) = Rj and P(y2), . . . , P(yq) < Rj by Rj + Rj ≠ Rj. We choose β(y1) = z, β(z) = y1, and
define β as the identity function on the other atoms of At . The formula ψp is false again.
All conditions in Theorem 1 are checked. We have that dimC (A) = ∞, a contradiction. Therefore the implication
(n ⇒ n+ 1) is valid.
An analysis of the previous argument shows that it also works for n = m. In this case, ψp says nothing about x1, . . . , xm,
and (c) is impossible. Hence, we either apply the Branching Theorem and have dimC (A) = ∞, or prove that for eachdi · cs,
(a) or (b) holds. Therefore we obtain a, b | 1 such that all P-elements ina are decomposable, and for every indecomposable
Q -element inb, there is an indecomposable P-element under it. The proof for fixed Q is completed.
Proceeding in this way for each Q ≠ P such that P + Q = Q , we obtain a partition a1, . . . , al | 1 such that allaj either
are P-saturated or have no indecomposable P-elements.
If P+P = P then an argument becomesmuch easier, sincewe do not need toworry about atoms of At with characteristics
R1, . . . , Rm. Using Proposition 8, we find a set e1, . . . , ek | 1 such that for each i 6 k, either every P-element inei is
decomposable, P(ei) = P and ei/L is an atom, where L is the P-sum, or every nonzero P-element x is indecomposable
and x/L is atomless. And, as in the proof of Proposition 6, we may additionally assume that the ideal L is computable and is
in the language ofA. This allows to find a representation {At}t∈ω forA such that e1, . . . , ek ∈ A0 and if x is an atom of At with
characteristic P under ei with the last of the three properties, then at least two atoms with characteristic P arise under x in
At+1.
Taking, as usual, all atoms of Ap as c¯p, we define the formula
ψp(x, y, c¯p)⇔ ∃i 6 v[x, y 6 ci] & [P(x) = Q ] & [x is indecomposable] &
¬∃z 6 x[P(z) = P & z ∉ L] & [x · y = 0] & [P(y) = P] & [y ∉ L].
If (A, d¯p)has no corresponding tuples thenweobtain a partition ofA in twopartswhere every P-element is decomposable
in the first one, and every indecomposable Q -element has under itself an indecomposable P-element in the second. Ifd1 has
such a tuple then we can use a standard argument for a corresponding tuple (x, y) inc1 as follows. All P-elements inc1 are
indecomposable, hence, new P-elements arise under y at every step t , and we can move one of them under x, making the
formula ψp false. We leave standard details as an exercise. The proposition is proved. 
Theorem 2. Let A be a computable labeled Boolean algebra. If dimC (A) < ∞ then A is isomorphic to a finite direct product of
stable algebras.
Proof. The series of propositions proved above allows to carry out an inductive reasoning for A. We prove that for each
P ∈ P, the algebra A is piecewise stable w.r.t. S ′P = {P1 ∈ P | P1 6 P} by induction on the cardinality of this finite set. Let




We suppose thatA is piecewise stablew.r.t. all S ′P1 , P1 < P . Thismeans that for every P1 < P , there exists a partitionwhose
components are stable algebras w.r.t. S ′P1 . Passing to their common subpartition, we may assume, as noted in Lemma 3, that
A is piecewise stable w.r.t. SP (if SP = ∅ then A is stable w.r.t. SP by definition). By Proposition 5, A is piecewise P-regular,
and by Proposition 9, A can be divided in two parts where all P-elements are decomposable in the first one, and the second
is P-saturated. Suppose that e1, . . . , ek | 1 is a set of elements such that for each i 6 k,ei is stable w.r.t. SP , and either every
P-elements inei is decomposable, orei is P-regular and P-saturated.
Suppose that P + P ≠ P . Then x/L is an atom for every indecomposable P-element x, where L is the P-sum. Applying
Lemma 4 toei, we see that it is stable w.r.t. S ′P .
Suppose that P + P = P . Using Proposition 8, we may additionally assume that one of items (i)–(iii) in its formulation
holds for eachei. Applying Lemma 4 toei again, we have that it is stable w.r.t. S ′P . Consequently, A is piecewise stable w.r.t.
S ′P . The inductive step is completed.
Therefore,A is piecewise stable w.r.t. P. Let a1, . . . , an | 1 be a set such thatai are stable w.r.t. P. Dividing each ai to a sum
of indecomposable elements, we decompose A to a product of algebras that are stable w.r.t. P and have indecomposable
units. Then they are stable directly by definition. The theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2. Let A be a computable labeled Boolean algebra. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A is autostable;
(2) dimC (A) <∞;
(3) A is isomorphic to a finite direct product of stable algebras.
4. Generalized Remmel’s theorem
To verify the construction for Proposition 7 below, we need a generalization of a theorem of Remmel in [4]. It says that
if A,B are countable Boolean algebras, A is a subalgebra ofB, and some conditions hold that relate atoms in A andB, then
A ∼= B. We transfer it to labeled algebras and simultaneously weaken the conditions. In particular, we do not require that
A is a subalgebra ofB.
Suppose that A is a labeled algebra and P ∈ P. An atom of A with characteristic P will be called a P-atom. Let
FP(A) = {x1 + · · · + xk | k ∈ ω, xi are P-atoms} ∪ {0}. The notation x△y is equal to (x− y)+ (y− x).
Lemma 5. If a1, a2 ∈ A, there are infinitely many P-atoms under a1, and a1△a2 ∈ FP(A), then P(a1) = P(a2).
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Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case a2 = a1+x, where x is a P-atom. Since there are infinitelymany P-atoms under a1,
there exists a decomposition a, x1, . . . , xT | a1, where xi are P-atoms for i 6 T . Then P(a2) = P(a1)+P = P(a)+T ·P+P =
P(a)+ T · P = P(a1). The lemma is proved. 
Proposition 10. Suppose that A,B are countable labeled Boolean algebras, A has infinitely many P-atoms, and β : A→ B is
a mapping with the following properties:
(0) β(0) = 0 and P(a) = P(β(a)) for all a ∈ A;
(1) if x ∈ A is a P-atom then β(x) ∈ FP(B);
(2) if a ∈ A, a ≠ 0, and there are no P-atoms under a, then β(a) ≠ 0 and there are no P-atoms under β(a);
(3) if a ∈ A and there are infinitely many P-atoms under a, then there are infinitely many P-atoms under β(a);
(4) the mapping β ′ : A → B/FP(B) defined by the formula β ′(x) = β(x)/FP(B) is a surjective homomorphism of Boolean
algebras.
Then A ∼= B.
Proof. We use Vaught’s criterion. Let V1 = {⟨a, b⟩ | a is a P-atom in A, b is a P-atom in B}, let V2 = {⟨a, b⟩ ∈ A × B |
there are no P-atoms under a and b = β(a)}, let V3 = {⟨a, b⟩ ∈ A × B | there are infinitely many P-atoms under a and
b△β(a) ∈ FP(B)}, and let V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3. Clearly, ⟨1, 1⟩ ∈ V , since β(1A)△1B ∈ FP(B) by (4) and therefore ⟨1, 1⟩ ∈ V3. If
⟨0, b⟩ ∈ V then ⟨0, b⟩ ∈ V2 and b = 0 by (0). Similarly, ⟨a, 0⟩ ∈ V implies a = 0 by (2).
Suppose that ⟨a, b⟩ ∈ V2. To verify standard properties of the set V , we show that β|a is an isomorphism betweena andb. Suppose that c1, c2 | c and c 6 a. Then c1 · c2 = 0 and β(c1)/FP · β(c2)/FP = β(c1 · c2)/FP = 0/FP , so β(c1) · β(c2) ∈ FP .
Since there is no P-atom under β(c1), β(c1) · β(c2) = 0. We can similarly prove that β(c)△[β(c1) + β(c2)] ∈ FP and
β(c) = β(c1)+ β(c2), i.e., β(c1), β(c2) | β(c).
In particular, this means that β(c) 6 β(a) for c 6 a, and β : a → β(a) is a homomorphism, which is injective by
(2). We show that it is surjective. Consider b 6 β(a). Then (4) implies that there exists c ∈ A such that β(c)/FP = b/FP .
Consequently, β(c · a)/FP = β(c)/FP · β(a)/FP = b/FP and β(c · a)△b ∈ FP , so β(c · a) = b, since there is no P-atom under
β(c · a) or b.
We consider now the most complicated case ⟨a, b⟩ ∈ V3. Suppose that a′, a′′ | a. It is sufficient to analyze the following
two variants:
(a) there are infinitely many P-atoms under each of a′ and a′′. Then β(a′)/FP , β(a′′)/FP | b/FP and there exist b′, b′′ | b such
that b′△β(a′), b′′△β(a′′) ∈ FP . In this case ⟨a′, b′⟩, ⟨a′′, b′′⟩ ∈ V3.
(b) the number of P-atoms under a′ is finite, and under a′′ is infinite. Suppose that a∗, x1, . . . , xk | a′, there is no P-atomunder
a∗, and xi are P-atoms for i 6 k. Let b∗ = β(a∗). Then b∗ 6 b, since a∗ 6 a implies β(a∗)− b ∈ FP , and β(a∗)− b = 0 by the
fact that there is no P-atom under β(a∗). We find k P-atoms y1, . . . , yk under b−b∗ and define b′′ = b− (b∗+y1+· · ·+yk).
Since β(xi) ∈ FP and β(a′)/FP , β(a′′)/FP | b/FP , β(a′′)△b′′ ∈ FP . Consequently, b∗, y1, . . . , yk, b′′ | b and the pairs
⟨a∗, b∗⟩, ⟨a′′, b′′⟩, ⟨xi, yi⟩ ∈ V for i 6 k.
We suppose now that b′, b′′ | b. There exist a1, a2 ∈ A such that β(a1)△b′, β(a2)△b′′ ∈ FP . Wemay assume that a1, a2 | a,
since we can pass from a1, a2 to a1 · a and a− a1. Again, it is sufficient to consider the following two cases:
(a) there are infinitely many P-atoms under each of a1 and a2. Then ⟨a1, b′⟩, ⟨a2, b′′⟩ ∈ V3.
(b) the number of P-atoms under a1 is finite, and under a2 is infinite. Moving all P-atoms from a1 under a2, we may assume
that there are no P-atomsunder a1. As above,wehave thatβ(a1) 6 b′ and there exists a decompositionβ(a1), y1, . . . , yk | b′,
where the yi are P-atoms. Finding k P-atoms x1, . . . , xk under a2, we have that the pairs ⟨a1, β(a1)⟩, ⟨a2 − (x1 + · · · +
xk), b′′⟩, ⟨xi, yi⟩ are in V for i 6 k.
All required properties of the set V are verified. Since ⟨a, b⟩ ∈ V implies P(a) = P(b) by Lemma 5, V generates an
isomorphism between A andB. The proposition is proved. 
Now we start proving Proposition 7. Suppose that P ∈ P, A is a computable algebra, dimC (A) < ∞, and A is piecewise
stable w.r.t. S = {P1 ∈ P | P1 < P}. Our goal is to construct {At}t∈ω , a computable representation for a computable copy ofA
having the properties specified in Proposition 7. If b1, . . . , bn | 1 and we have constructed representations for eachbi, i 6 n,
then we can take their direct product as a representation for A. We may therefore assume that A is stable w.r.t. S.
Moreover, we may assume, using Proposition 6, that one of the following assertions (i)–(iv) holds for A:
(i) every P-element in A is decomposable. Then we immediately have (i) in Proposition 7.
(ii) P(1) = P and 1/L is an atom, where L is the P-sum. Then we can choose an arbitrary representation, since At has no
atoms x such that P(x) = R > P .
(iii) every nonzero P-element x in A is indecomposable and x/L is an atomless element. This implies that every P-element x
can be divided in A to an arbitrary number of nonzero P-elements x1, . . . , xn | x. Clearly, in this case we can easily realize
the requirements in Proposition 7 as follows: if an atom of characteristic P arises in At+1, then we seek for its partition to
T + 1 new atoms of characteristic P , and add them to At+1.
(iv) every nonzero P-element x in A is indecomposable and x/L is a finite sum of atoms. Applying Lemma 4, we may assume
that if x/L is an atom thenx ∼= C, where C is a fixed computable stable algebra. The rest of Part 4 is devoted to an analysis
of this case. We may also assume that A contains arbitrarily many disjoint P-elements, since if this fails then A can be
decomposed to a finite direct product of algebras from (i) and (ii).
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Above, we tried to describe our proofs accurately, but here we give only a scheme of reasoning. A detailed proof can
be based on the language of generating trees, but it is too bulky. Suppose that {At}t∈ω is a computable sequence of finite
subalgebras in A, A0 = {0, 1}, At 6 At+1 for t ∈ ω, andt∈ω At = A. We construct a sequence {A′t}t∈ω so that A′t 6 At and
A′t 6 A′t+1. Let A
′
0 = A0.
Step t + 1: suppose that x is an atom of At . If x ∉ A′t or (x ∈ A′t and P(x) = P), then we do nothing. If x ∈ A′t , P(x) ≠ P ,
and y1, . . . , yn are atoms of At+1 such that y1, . . . , yn | x, then we add y1, . . . , yn to A′t+1. We perform this operation for all
atoms x, and define A′t+1 as the least subalgebra of At+1 containing all added elements.
The sense of the construction can be described as follows. The set of elements x such that x is an atom of At for some
t ∈ ω can be considered as a tree TA with the usual ordering 6 from A. If we go downward along a branch of this tree, and
find a P-element x, then stop the growth ofx, transforming x to a P-atom. In the other cases, A′t grows exactly as At .
ThenA′ =t∈ω A′t is a subalgebra ofA. It is computable since A′t+1∩At = A′t . The set of P-atoms ofA′ is also computable:
x is a P-atom if and only if x is an atom of some A′t and P(x) = P . We note beforehand that if x is a P-atom in A′ then x is
equal to a sum of n atoms by L inA, and, hence,xA ∼= Cn. If we place under x inA′ n copies of the algebra C, thenwe obtain an
algebra isomorphic to A. Unfortunately, the number n cannot be found effectively in x, and this operation is not computable
in general.
We transform the sequence {A′t}t∈ω to {B′t}t∈ω , replacing, if necessary, one P-atomby several ones so that the requirements
in Proposition 7 became true. Using induction on t , we define finite labeled algebras B′t and functions βt : A′t → B′t so that
βt ⊆ βt+1 and P(x) = P(βt(x)) for every x ∈ A′t . In addition, we satisfy the following requirement: if x1, . . . , xn are all the
atoms of A′t , then βt(x1), . . . , βt(xn) are distinct atoms of B′t , and all the atoms of B′t are βt(x1), . . . , βt(xn), z1, . . . , zk, where
zi are P-elements and zi ∉ ran(βt), i 6 k.
To define the transition from B′t to B′t+1, it is sufficient to describe how an atom z of B′t is divided to atoms y
′
1, . . . , y
′
k of
B′t+1, and point out the characteristics of y
′
i , since the other elements of B
′
t+1 are finite sums of atoms, and their characteristics
are uniquely determined. To provide B′t 6 B′t+1, we only need to verify that the characteristic of z is equal to the sum of the
characteristics of y′i , i 6 k.
Suppose that x is an atom of A′t with characteristic R, y1, . . . , yk are atoms of A′t+1 such that y1, . . . , yk | x, and k > 2. If no
one of them is a P-element or R+ P ≠ R, then we divide βt(x) to atoms y′1, . . . , y′k so that P(y′i) = P(yi) for i 6 k, and define
βt+1(yi) = y′i . If there are P-elements in y1, . . . , yk and R + P = R, then we divide βt(x) to atoms y′1, . . . , y′k, z1, . . . , zT ,
defining P(y′i) = P(yi), P(zj) = P , and βt+1(yi) = y′i . If z is an atom of B′t and z ∉ ran(βt), then z remains an atom of B′t+1.
The function βt+1 can be extended to elements a ∈ A′t+1 \ A′t in a natural way: if a =

i6m xi, where xi are atoms of At+1,
then βt+1(a) =i6m βt+1(xi).
LetB′ =t∈ω B′t and β =t∈ω βt . Then β : A′ → B′. It is not hard to verify thatA′,B′, and β satisfy the requirements
in Proposition 10. Therefore,A′ ∼= B′. Let α : A′ → B′ be an isomorphism.Wemay assume thatB′ is a computable algebra
and the set of P-atoms ofB′ is computable. Nowwe constructB by replacing every P-atom inB′ by a copy of C. This can be
performed, for example, in the following way: we find a computable representation {Cs}s∈ω for C, where C0 = {0, 1}, and if
an atom x of characteristic P arises in B′t at step t , then we build a finite algebra isomorphic to Cs in Bt+s under x. As a result,
we obtain a sequence {Bt}t∈ω , and B = t∈ωBt is a computable algebra. Clearly, {Bt}t∈ω is a computable representation
forB satisfying the conditions in Proposition 7. If we prove thatB ∼= A then prove the proposition.
We replace now every P-atom in A′ by a copy of C, obtaining an algebra A′′. It can be easily shown, using an evident but
bulky construction, that α can be extended to an isomorphism between A′′ andB, since it preserves P-atoms. It remains to
prove that A′′ ∼= A.
If P + P ≠ P then x/L is an atom for every nonzero P-element x in A, and A ∼= A′′. Suppose that P + P = P . If x is a P-
element inA, then x/L is equal to a sumof f (x) atoms, where f (x) > 1 is an unknown function.Whenwe transformed A′t to B′t
above, we added T+1 P-atoms underβt(x) if there are P-atoms under x in A′t+1. Instead of this, we can add any other number
if we may forget about computability. For example, we can add f (yi)− 1 P-atoms if yi is a P-element. Then B′t , extended to
Bt by replacing P-atoms by C, is another representation for A, not necessarily computable. Applying Proposition 10 again,
we have that A′′ ∼= A and A ∼= B.
5. Autostable Iλ,µ-algebras
As we have shown, the isomorphism type of a stable algebra A is determined by its type (f , ε), where ε ∈ {0, 1} and
f : P→ {0, 1}, but not every such pair corresponds to a stable algebra. Now we describe the pairs (f , ε)with this property.
We need two constructions that we call, following [10], ω-mixing and η-mixing. Suppose that {A∗i }i∈ω is a sequence of
Boolean algebras,P(ω) is the Boolean algebra formed by all subsets ofω, the operations∪,∩, ¯ , and the constants ∅, ω, and








i such that α(i) ∈ A∗i
for i ∈ ω, and the pointwise defined operations. We define a sum(C)i∈ω A∗i as the subalgebra of i∈ω A∗i formed by all
α ∈ i∈ω A∗i with the following property: there existsM ∈ C such that for all i ∈ ω, except for a finite number, α(i) = 1 if
i ∈ M and α(i) = 0 if i ∉ M .




i . Moreover, it has an effective version. First, we suppose
that {A∗i }i∈ω is a computable sequence of computable Boolean algebras. Next, let {Cj}j∈ω be a decidable numbering of the
elements of C, which is computable in the sense that the set {(x, j) ∈ ω2 | x ∈ Cj} is computable and the operations in C
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are computable with respect to the numbering. The last means, for example, that Cj + Ck = Ch(j,k), where h is a computable
function. Recall that a numbering {Cj}j∈ω is said to be decidable if the set {(i, j) ∈ ω2 | Ci = Cj} is computable. If, in addition,
all elements of C except ∅ are infinite, then we can code elements of(C)i∈ω A∗i by pairs (j, β), where j ∈ ω, β is a finite




i is defined as follows:
α(j,β)(i) =

β(i), if i ∈ dom(β);
1, if i ∉ dom(β), i ∈ Cj;
0, if i ∉ dom(β), i ∉ Cj.
It is an easy exercise that the equality and the operations of Boolean algebras can be determined on the elements α(j,β) by
some algorithms.
Suppose now that B∗0, . . . ,B
∗
n−1 is a finite set of Boolean algebras. Let {A∗i }i∈ω be the sequence where A∗i = B∗0 ×




i the ω-mixing of the algebras
B∗0, . . . ,B
∗
n−1, and if C is the atomless Boolean algebra generated in P(ω) by sets of the form {2mt + d | t ∈ ω} for all
m, d ∈ ω, d < 2m, then(C)i∈ω A∗i is the η-mixing of those algebras. If the algebras B∗0, . . . ,B∗n−1 are computable, then we
may assume that these algebras are also computable.
We characterize the meaningful pairs (f , ε). If P,Q ∈ P then let P 4 Q denote that P = Q or P + Q = Q . Clearly, P 4 Q
implies P 6 Q and 4 is a partial order on P.
Theorem 3. Let F ⊆ P and ε ∈ {0, 1}. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) there exists a stable algebra of type (f , ε), where F = {P ∈ P | f (P) = 1};
(2) there is P∗ ∈ F such that
(a) P 4 P∗ for all P ∈ F ;
(b) if P∗ + P∗ ≠ P∗ then ε = 1;
(c) if P1, . . . , Pn ∈ F \ {P∗} and α1, . . . , αn ∈ ω \ {0}, then one of the following holds:
(i) α1P1 + · · · + αnPn ∉ F ;
(ii) α1P1 + · · · + αnPn ∈ {P1, . . . , Pn};
(iii) α1P1 + · · · + αnPn = P∗ and ε = 1.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2): suppose that A = (A∗, P) is a stable algebra of type (f , ε). Let P∗ = P(1). Since 1 is indecomposable,
P∗ ∈ F . (a): if P ∈ F then there is x ∈ A such that P(x) = P . Then either P = P∗ and P 4 P∗, or P < P∗ and then
P(1− x) = P∗, hence, P + P∗ = P∗.
(b): if P∗ + P∗ ≠ P∗ and y, z | 1 then P(y) < P∗ or P(z) < P∗. Thus, 1 is an atom by the P∗-sum.
(c): suppose that P1, . . . , Pn ∈ F \ {P∗} and α1, . . . , αn ∈ ω \ {0}. Since P1 is an essential characteristic for A, there exists
an element y1 such that P(y1) = P1. Then 1−y1 is also an indecomposable P∗-element, and since P2+P∗ = P∗, there is a P2-
element y2 6 1− y1 by P2-saturation. Proceeding in this way, we build an element x of characteristic P = α1P1+· · ·+αnPn
inA, which is equal to a disjoint sum of elements of characteristics in the set {P1, . . . , Pn}. If (ii) fails then x is a decomposable
element. Since A is P-regular, either all P-elements in A are decomposable and (i) holds, or (iii) holds.
(2)⇒ (1): we use induction on the cardinality |F |. The base of induction: F = {P∗}. If ε = 1 then let A∗ be the two-
element Boolean algebra, and if ε = 0 then let A∗ be the countable atomless algebra. Defining P(x) = P∗ for x ≠ 0 and P(0)
as min(P), we obtain the required algebra (A∗, P).
The inductive step: suppose that F \ {P∗} ≠ ∅. Let P∗1 , . . . , P∗n denote all maximal elements of F \ {P∗}with respect to 4.
Let Fj = {P ∈ F | P 4 P∗j } and εj = 1 ⇔ P∗j + P∗j ≠ P∗j for all j 6 n. It is not hard to verify that the pairs (Fj, εj) satisfy the
conditions in (2): if P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Fj \ {P∗j } then Pt + P∗j = P∗j , and if P = α1P1 + · · · + αnPn then P + P∗j = P∗j , i.e., P 4 P∗j
and certainly P ≠ P∗. Thus, either P ∉ F and P ∉ Fj, or P ∈ {P1, . . . , Pn}.
By induction hypothesis, for all j 6 n, there exist stable algebras Bj = (B∗j , P (j)) whose types correspond to (Fj, εj). If
ε = 0 then let A∗ be the η-mixing ofB∗1, . . . ,B∗n , and if ε = 1 then the ω-mixing. To obtain a labeled algebra A = (A∗, P),
it remains to define P on A∗. Let Ai = B1 × . . .×Bn and A∗i = B∗1 × . . .×B∗n .
Suppose that A∗ = (C)i∈ω A∗i and α ∈ A∗. We can injectively embed the set A∗i into A∗, taking x ∈ A∗i to an element αx
such that αx(i) = x and αx(j) = 0 for j ≠ i. If {i ∈ ω | α(i) ≠ 0} is finite then α = αx0 + · · · + αxm , where xi ∈ A∗i for i 6 m.
In this case we define P(α) = P(x0)+ · · · + P(xm). If this set is infinite then P(α) = P∗.
The rest of the proof consists in verifying that (A∗, P) is a stable labeled algebra of the required type. It is not a very hard
task, and we point out only some key steps. Clearly, the P∗-sum LP∗ consists of all α such that {i ∈ ω | α(i) ≠ 0} is finite.
Hence, A/LP∗ is two-element if ε = 1 and atomless if ε = 0. We assume that P ∉ F and show that every P-element in A
is decomposable. Suppose that α is an indecomposable P-element. Since P ≠ P∗, α ∈ LP∗ and α = αx0 + · · · + αxm , where
xi ∈ Ai for i 6 m. Then some αxi is also an indecomposable P-element inA, and therefore xi is an indecomposable P-element
in Ai = B1 × · · · ×Bn. In turn, xi = y1 + · · · + yn, where yt ∈ Bt for t 6 n, and some yt is an indecomposable P-element
inBt , so P ∈ Ft and we have a contradiction.
Suppose that P ∈ F . If P ≠ P∗ then there is j 6 n such that P 4 P∗j , and P ∈ Fj. Thus,Bj has an indecomposable P-element
x, and then αx is an indecomposable P-element in A. We show that every nonzero P-element α in A is indecomposable.
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Suppose that α = α1 + · · · + αk, where P(αi) < P . Since αi ∈ LP∗ , we may assume that αi = αxi , where xi ∈ At for some
t , and, in addition, xi are indecomposable elements. Then P(xi) ∈ Ft and P = P(x1) + · · · + P(xk), which contradicts (c). If
P = P∗ then either ε = 0 and every P∗-element is indecomposable, as follows from (c), or ε = 1 and 1/LP∗ is an atom. We
have therefore shown that A is P-regular and the set of its essential characteristics is equal to F .
The P-saturation: suppose that P ∈ F , α is an indecomposable Q -element, and P + Q = Q . If Q ≠ P∗ then
α = αx0 + · · · + αxm , where xi ∈ Ai, and αxi is also an indecomposable Q -element for some i 6 m. Then Q is an essential
characteristic for someBt , the same holds for P by P 4 Q , and there exists an indecomposable P-element under xi in Ai. If
Q = P∗ then α ∉ LP∗ . The condition of P-saturation is trivial in the case P = Q , and if P ≠ Q then P ∈ Fj for some j 6 n.
There is an element of the form αx under α, where x is the unit of an algebra isomorphic toBj, by construction of A. Hence,
there is an indecomposable P-element under α. The theorem is proved. 
Corollary 3. Every stable algebra has a computable presentation.
We now return to Iλ,µ-algebras A = (A∗, I1, . . . , Iλ, AtI1 , . . . , AtIµ), where λ,µ are fixed numbers. In the Introduction,
we defined the set of characteristics Pλ,µ and the transition from A to the equivalent labeled algebra B = (A∗, P), where
P : A∗ → Pλ,µ. DenoteB as A˙. We say that an Iλ,µ-algebra A is stable if A˙ is a stable labeled Boolean algebra.
Corollary 4. A computable Iλ,µ-algebra A is autostable if and only if it is isomorphic to a finite direct product of stable Iλ,µ-
algebras.
Proof. If a ∈ A then letaA beaA∗ with the additional predicates restricted to the seta. It is easy to verify thataA is also a
Iλ,µ-algebra and the characteristics of an element x ∈a are equal in A andaA. The corollary easily follows from the fact thataA˙ = ˙[aA] for every a ∈ A. The corollary is proved. 
The only remaining question is that not every stable algebraB has the form A˙ for some Iλ,µ-algebra A. For example, the
situation is possible where λ = µ = 1,B = ({0, 1}, . . .) is two-element, P0(1) = 0, and P1(1) = 2.
Proposition 11. Suppose thatB = (A∗, P) is a stable algebra of type (f , ε), where P : A∗ → Pλ,µ. ThenB has the form A˙ for
some Iλ,µ-algebra A if and only if for each P ∈ Pλ,µ and j 6 µ, the following three conditions
(a) f (P) = 1 and P(j) ≠ 0;
(b) P + P ≠ P or (ε = 1 and P is the greatest characteristic such that f (P) = 1);
(c) for every R ∈ Pλ,µ \ {P}, if f (R) = 1 and R+ P = P then R(j) = 0;
imply that P(j) = 1.
Proof. We verify the implication (⇒). Suppose that P ∈ Pλ,µ, j 6 µ, and the conditions (a)–(c) hold. Since f (P) = 1, A has
an indecomposable P-element x, which is not in Ij by P(j) ≠ 0. Consider y, z | x. From (b), it follows that either y or z is in
the P-sum; assume that this holds for y and y ≠ 0. Then y = y1 + · · · + yk, where Pyi < P for i 6 k. We may assume that all
yi are indecomposable. Then Px−yi = P , Pyi + P = P , and Pyi(j) = 0 by (c), i.e., yi ∈ Ij. Thus, y ∈ Ij. We have therefore shown
that x/Ij is an atom, hence, Px(j) = 1.
(⇐). Let Ij = {x ∈ A∗ | Px(j) = 0} for j 6 λ. The definition of Pλ,µ implies that it is an ideal in A∗. To complete the
proof, it is sufficient to show that Px(j) = 1 ⇔ x/Ij is an atom for all j 6 µ. If Px(j) = 1 then x ∉ Ij and for every y, z | x,
either Py(j) = 0 or Pz(j) = 0; hence, x/Ij is an atom. Suppose, to the contrary, that x/Ij is an atom. Let x1, . . . , xn | x be a
decomposition of x to indecomposable elements. Then xt/Ij is an atom for some t 6 n, and xi ∈ Ij if i ≠ t . If we prove that
Pxt (j) = 1 then have that Px(j) = 1. Therefore, we assume that x is an indecomposable element. Let P = Px. Then (a) holds.
If y, z | x then y ∈ Ij or z ∈ Ij, i.e., Py < P or Pz < P . Thus, x is an atom by the P-sum. It follows from the definition of a
stable algebra that (b) is true in this case. Prove (c): consider R ∈ Pλ,µ such that R ≠ P , f (R) = 1, and R+ P = P . SinceB is
R-saturated, there exists an indecomposable R-element y under x. If Py(j) ≠ 0 then Rx−y(j) = 0, and x is equal to a sum of
two elements with lower characteristics, which is impossible. Hence, R(j) = 0. By the hypothesis, P(j) = 1. The proposition
is proved. 
If P = Pλ,µ and we exclude the pairs that do not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3 or Proposition 11, then we obtain an
exact list of stable algebras of the form A˙. Note that its number does not exceed 23
µ2λ−µ+1, since Pλ,µ has 3µ2λ−µ elements.
Certainly, the estimation is very rough.
Following [5], we say that a labeled Boolean algebra or an Iλ,µ-algebra A is pseudoindecomposable if A ∼= A1×A2 implies
that A ∼= A1 or A ∼= A2. It follows from Proposition 2 that every stable algebra has this property and, hence, an algebra is
stable if and only if it is autostable, pseudoindecomposable and nonzero.
It was proved in [11] that a decomposition of a Iλ,0-algebra A to a direct product of pseudoindecomposable algebras
A1× · · ·×An is unique in the sense that if n is the minimal number then the set {A1, . . . ,An} is unique up to isomorphism.
That proof can be literally transferred to Iλ,µ-algebras and labeled Boolean algebras. Moreover, we have the following simple
criterion: a decompositionA ∼= A1×· · ·×An hasminimal length if and only ifAi×Aj ≁= Ai for i ≠ j, i, j 6 n. And Proposition 2
allows to determinewhenA′ ∼= A′×A′′, whereA′,A′′ are stable algebraswith types (f ′, ε′), (f ′′, ε′′), respectively. Therefore,
we can enumerate without repetitions all such decompositions A1 × · · · × An of minimal length.
Corollary 5. There exists a computable sequence {Ai}i∈ω that enumerates all autostable Iλ,µ-algebras up to isomorphism so that
Ai ≁= Aj if i ≠ j.
The same holds for labeled algebras with a fixed set of characteristics P. Moreover, we also have a natural uniformity
in P.
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